Lesson on Typology and
Prophecy

• Covid-19 was more than a disease. It is a genetically-modified lab virus.
• Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security in partnership with the World Economic Forum and the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation hosted Event 201, a high-level pandemic exercise on October 18,
2019, in New York, NY.
• Event 201 simulates an outbreak of a novel zoonotic coronavirus transmitted from bats to pigs to
people that eventually becomes efficiently transmissible from person to person, leading to a severe
pandemic.
• The scenario ends at the 18-month point, with 65 million deaths. The pandemic is beginning to slow
due to the decreasing number of susceptible people. The pandemic will continue at some rate until
there is an effective vaccine or until 80-90 % of the global population has been exposed. From that
point on, it is likely to be an endemic childhood disease.
• A severe pandemic, which becomes “Event 201,” requires reliable cooperation among several
industries, national governments, and key international institutions.
• Covid-19 is about ‘training’ the population, ahead of time, to believe that only dependency on
government can ‘save’ them…

World Economic Forum
• World Economic Forum is planning “to convince governments with
the help of big businesses and big tech to bring about something
deeply sinister called ‘The Great Reset’. It is a program designed to
strip us all of our fundamental democratic rights in favour of a new
form of society as dictated by the elites.“
• This promo is saying that all the very worst things in the world, from
the coronavirus to bushfires to riots to pollution to poverty are
somehow linked. Then it is claiming they can magically disappear.
Literally at the push of a button and just like that, everything in the
world is made right and pure again. The Great Reset

World Economic Forum
• 3 challenges in creating a coronavirus vaccine – and how they are
being overcome:
o Finding a vaccine that works. Across the world there are multiple teams
working on various forms of vaccines, and the hope is that several will
ultimately be approved.
o Production at massive scale. Once an effective vaccine has been identified, it
will need to be produced rapidly and on a massive scale. Industry needs to
start preparing for manufacturing in parallel with research – long before
clinical results become available.
o Widespread distribution. Distribution is going to be another challenge,
particularly when it comes to the last mile. A vaccine would need to reach all
corners of the world in order to effectively tackle the virus.

World Economic Forum
• The topic for the 2021 Davos conference, which has been postponed from
January to the summer, is "The Great Reset”. In his July 2020 book
COVID-19: The Great Reset, co-authored with Thierry Malleret, Schwab
regards the virus as a providential pretext to remake the world and unleash
a “fourth industrial revolution” that, as we have observed, will eliminate
private property, restrict travel and establish a surveillance state in which
everyone is chipped and monitored. The authors admit that COVID-19 is
not “an existential threat” and that it is “one of the least deadly pandemics
the world has experienced in the last 2000 years,” but surreptitiously
convert it into a pretext for unprecedented social and economic change.
The lockdowns are a way of softening up the population to accept a global
techno-fascist revolution presided over by a club of billionaires, their
political adjutants and chosen “experts,” and UN mandarins. Schwab’s
books make this clear.

World Economic Forum
• The Great Reset will remake the world – in Schwab’s words, “to create a more
inclusive, resilient and sustainable world going forward,” all the platitudes neatly
packed into one sentence. Private property deforms the natural relations
between human beings and must be abolished. Private transportation will not be
allowed. “Contrary content” in the printing or production of materials will not be
permitted, at the cost of access to social media and Internet domains. Fossil fuels
will be replaced wholesale by Green technologies. Home gardens will be
outlawed. The Christian faith will be gradually suppressed (as is happening today).
Vaccines will become mandatory.
• Society will become “cashless” and all standard monetary transactions replaced
by digital currency and governed by electronic means, which can be cancelled by
reigning authority at the slightest provocation. Debts will be forgiven and
creditors will face the prospect of bankruptcy. The middle class and small
entrepreneurs will be wiped out. Commerce will become progressively
“contact-less.”

World Economic Forum
• The United States must be neutralized via social isolation,
lockdown-induced poverty, and facemask conformity and passivity.
Constant surveillance will be employed to ensure compliance. The
human being will be “enhanced” through biosecurity, synthetic
biology, implantable microchips, cortical modems, nanobots, genetic
editing and designer babies. Everyone will be equal, everyone will be
secure from the ravages of competition, risk and chance, and
everyone will be happy – as they are today in the political template
for the Great Reset, Communist China and its fascist business model!

World Economic Forum
• One recalls the Pope’s 2014 message to Schwab urging “an openness to the
transcendent” from which “a new political and business mentality can take
shape, one capable of guiding all economic and financial activity within the
horizon of an ethical approach which is truly humane… I ask you to ensure
that humanity is served by wealth and not ruled by it.”
• The World Economic Forum (WEF) has just published (October 2020) a
so-called White Paper, entitled “Resetting the Future of Work Agenda – in a
Post-Covid World”. The 31-page document reads like a blueprint on how to
“execute” – because an execution (or implementation) would be –
“Covid-19 – The Great Reset” (July 2020), by Klaus Schwab, founder and
CEO (since the foundation of the WEF in 1974) and his associate Thierry
Malleret.

World Economic Forum
• The Great Reset also foresees, a credit scheme, whereby all personal debt
would be “forgiven” – against handing over all personal assets to an
administrative body or agency – could possibly be the IMF.
• Bill Gates, the Rockefellers, Kissinger et al, have never made a secret out of
their strong opinion that the world is over-populated and that the number
of people has to be literally reduced. We are dealing with eugenicists.
• A perfect method for reducing the world population, are Bill Gates
initiated, and WHO-supported vaccination programs. Scandals of such
disastrous vaccine programs resulting in children’s death were recorded in
India (in the 1990s), Kenya (2014 and thereafter) and other parts of the
world.

Governments Indebtedness Heightened By
COVID-19 Pandemic
• IMF:To sustain the economy amid lockdowns and other disease-fighting measures,
governments had to borrow and borrow big. The IMF said in its September 11 Fiscal
Monitor report that fiscal expenditures prompted by the pandemic amounted globally to
$11.7 trillion. This figure—along with all the supplemental economic stimulus measures
that are already in the pipeline—is forecast to push the total public worldwide debt to a
record level of about 100% of the GDP, up from about 83.0% in 2019. This ratio, the IMF
added, will stay with us until at least 2025.
• The only way to dig the world out of debt now appears to be: more debt. “High public
debt levels are not the most immediate risk,” said the director of Fiscal Affairs
Department at the IMF, Vitor Gaspar, during a recent press briefing: “The near‑term
priority is to avoid premature withdrawal of fiscal support. Support should persist at least
into 2021 to sustain the recovery and to limit long‑term scarring.” Emergency
countermeasures—he said—must continue to be deployed to restore orderly financial
market conditions and consumer spending, support health and education, provide a
lifeline to millions of vulnerable individuals and prevent them from falling into poverty.
• https://www.gfmag.com/global-data/economic-data/public-debt-percentage-gdp

Hyper-Inflation Plan To Takeover
Global Economy

Hyper-Inflation Plan To Takeover Global
Economy
• Create a debt bubble by an expansion of the currency base (print
more money).
• To .keep the system from collapsing the increase in money supply
must increase exponentially causing prices to rise but governments
must manipulate the consumer price index.
• This manipulation leads to vertical spike in currency creation. To
avoid the public that the currency is being destroyed, the velocity of
money must be slowed down. This explains the reason for the
lockdown by reason of the COVID. It cuts down economic activity to
prevent price spike and governments can maintain an iluusion that
there is strong economy while acquiring the economic means of
production.

The Plan for Global Economy
• Governments start buying corposrrate debt because bond holders have
priority in bankruptcy over equity holders. This is the economic transition
for governments to seize and control means of production.
• Governments will be part owners of private corporations and the
government can work with the private sector to call for mandatory vaccine
(not the government but the private corporations held by the government.)
How they force you is that airlines will, companies will require vaccination,
etc. so no one will be able to buy or sell without the vaccine.
• As most of the economy will be slowed down, people will become
desperate and some form of Universal Basic Income will be instituted. This
will cause prise increase and central banks will print more currency to keep
the banks from collapsing. This will lead to hyper-inflation.

• As of January 2019, the total U.S. debt is $ 22,130,730,987,999 And it's rising fast.
• As of August 31, 2020 federal debt held by the public was $20.83 trillion and
intragovernmental holdings were $5.88 trillion, for a total national debt of $26.70
trillion.
• Debt to GDP
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• WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Global debt surged to a record $258 trillion in the first quarter
of 2020 as economies around the world shut down to contain the coronavirus pandemic,
and debt levels are continuing to rise, the Institute for International Finance said on
Thursday in a report.
• The IIF (Institute of International Finanace), which represents global banks and financial
institutions, said the first-quarter debt-to-GDP ratio jumped by over 10 percentage
points, the largest quarterly surge on record, to reach a record 331%.

The Plan for Global Economy
• The monetary collapse will wipe out almost everyone financially.
Hunger strikes upon the population and even resulting to death of a
large amount of the population. In desperation, people will give
absolute power to anybody with a solution. This will be the antichrist.
• By the COVID pandemic, the antichrist will create a financial crisis,
control the people’s reaction as they were trained under the
protocols of the pandemic, then offer a solutiom. The solution may
be be a controlled digital currency (cryptocurrency) and buying and
selling wil require the Fourth Industrial Revolution Technology which
is what the World Economic Forum is all about which will likely
include a digital component through COVID vaccine or a subsequent
one.

Supporting Organizations and
Entities

Rice University Develops Technology of
Vaccine Application

A pattern of 1.5-millimeter microneedles that contain vaccine and
fluorescent quantum dots tattoos are applied as a patch. The needles
dissolve under the skin, leaving the encapsulated quantum dots. Their
pattern can be read to identify the vaccine that was administered. The
project was co-led by Rice University bioengineer Kevin McHugh during
his time at MIT.

• ID2020 is building a new global model for the design, funding, and
implementation of digital ID solutions and technologies. There is no other
multi-stakeholder effort focused on user-managed, privacy-protecting, and
portable digital ID.
• For the one in seven people globally who lacks a means to prove their identity,
digital ID offers access to vital social services and enables them to exercise their
rights as citizens and voters and participate in the modern economy.
• But technology is evolving at a blinding pace and many of the transactions that
require identification are today being conducted digitally. From e-passports to
digital wallets, online banking to social media accounts, these new forms of digital
ID allow us to travel, conduct business, access financial and health records, stay
connected, and much more.
• Most of the current tools are archaic, insecure, lack appropriate privacy
protections and commoditize our data. But that’s about to change and ID2020 is
leading the change.

WO2020060606 – Microsoft’s Patent Application
with the World Intellectual Property Organization
• Title - CRYPTOCURRENCY SYSTEM USING BODY ACTIVITY DATA
• Publication Number - WO/2020/060606 (referred to as "World Order 2020, 666“)
• Publication Date - 26.03.2020
• International Filing Date - 20.06.2019
• Applicants - MICROSOFT TECHNOLOGY LICENSING, LLC [US]/[US]
• Abstract: Human body activity associated with a task provided to a user may be
used in a mining process of a cryptocurrency system. A server may provide a task
to a device of a user which is communicatively coupled to the server. A sensor
communicatively coupled to or comprised in the device of the user may sense
body activity of the user. Body activity data may be generated based on the
sensed body activity of the user. The cryptocurrency system communicatively
coupled to the device of the user may verify if the body activity data satisfies one
or more conditions set by the cryptocurrency system, and award cryptocurrency
to the user whose body activity data is verified.

The Third and Fourth Seal
Judgments
The foregoing scenario seems to describe the 3rd and 4TH seal
judgments.

The Third and Fourth Seal Judgments
• Rev 6:5 And when he had opened the third seal, I heard the third beast
say, Come and see. And I beheld, and lo a black horse; and he that sat on
him had a pair of balances in his hand.
• Rev 6:6 And I heard a voice in the midst of the four beasts say, A measure
of wheat for a penny, and three measures of barley for a penny; and see
thou hurt not the oil and the wine.
• Rev 6:7 And when he had opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the
fourth beast say, Come and see.
• Rev 6:8 And I looked, and behold a pale horse: and his name that sat on
him was Death, and Hell followed with him. And power was given unto
them over the fourth part of the earth, to kill with sword, and with hunger,
and with death, and with the beasts of the earth.

Genesis 47:15-26
Example of how people respond when money fails.

Famine of 7 Years
• Gen 47:15 And when money failed in the land of Egypt, and in the land of Canaan, all the Egyptians
came unto Joseph, and said, Give us bread: for why should we die in thy presence? for the money
faileth.
• Gen 47:16 And Joseph said, Give your cattle; and I will give you for your cattle, if money fail.
• Gen 47:17 And they brought their cattle unto Joseph: and Joseph gave them bread in exchange for
horses, and for the flocks, and for the cattle of the herds, and for the asses: and he fed them with
bread for all their cattle for that year.
• Gen 47:18 When that year was ended, they came unto him the second year, and said unto him, We
will not hide it from my lord, how that our money is spent; my lord also hath our herds of cattle;
there is not ought left in the sight of my lord, but our bodies, and our lands:
• Gen 47:19 Wherefore shall we die before thine eyes, both we and our land? buy us and our land
for bread, and we and our land will be servants unto Pharaoh: and give us seed, that we may live,
and not die, that the land be not desolate.
• Gen 47:20 And Joseph bought all the land of Egypt for Pharaoh; for the Egyptians sold every man
his field, because the famine prevailed over them: so the land became Pharaoh's.

Famine of 7 Years
• Gen 47:23 Then Joseph said unto the people, Behold, I have bought you
this day and your land for Pharaoh: lo, here is seed for you, and ye shall
sow the land.
• Gen 47:24 And it shall come to pass in the increase, that ye shall give the
fifth part unto Pharaoh, and four parts shall be your own, for seed of the
field, and for your food, and for them of your households, and for food for
your little ones.
• Gen 47:25 And they said, Thou hast saved our lives: let us find grace in the
sight of my lord, and we will be Pharaoh's servants.
• Gen 47:26 And Joseph made it a law over the land of Egypt unto this day,
that Pharaoh should have the fifth part; except the land of the priests only,
which became not Pharaoh's.

Bible Prophecy and Typology
• The 7-year famine is a type of the 7-year tribulation period.
• Joseph is a type of the Lord Jesus Christ as the Savior of the world
(Gentiles [or Egyptians] and Jews).
• The narrative in Genesis also pictures the Gentile church raptured
before the tribulation period by Joseph’s marrying Asenath, a Gentile
wife, before the 7-year famine.
• The narrative in Genesis also pictures how the nation Israel came to
Joseph for food to be saved from hunger as it pictures the nation
Israel saved in the midst of the 7-year tribulation period when they
came to Jesus finally recognizing Him as their Messiah.

Assignment: Indicate the
corresponding verses to the
following typologies:

JOSEPH
• Was loved by his father
• Suffered as a servant
• Loved and exalted above his
brethren
• Hated because of his dream of
ruling over them
• Was rejected by his brothers
• Israel would bow down to him
• His father “observed the saying”
(Genesis 37:11)

JESUS
• Was the beloved son of the Father
• Was called the suffering servant.
• Loved and exalted above the
brethren
• Hated for eventual ruling and
reigning over all
• His own rejected Him, “they
received Him not”
• All Israel will eventually bow down
to Him
• His mother “pondered His saying.”
(Luke 2:19, 51)

JOSEPH

JESUS

• Sent on a mission to His brethren
• Sent because his brothers may be
lost
• Wanted to kill him for his
prophetic dreams
• Reuben tried to save him at the
last minute
• Was cast into an empty pit
• Was stripped of his coat
• Was betrayed and sold for pieces
of silver

• Was sent to earth for His brethren
• Sent to seek and save those who
were lost
• Crucified Him for His words spoke
from God.
• Pilate tried to stop Christ’s death
• Was placed into an empty tomb
• Was stripped of His robe
• Was betrayed and sold for pieces
of silver

JOSEPH
• Had his coat dipped in blood
• They lied about his death because he
was alive
• All things committed to him by his
master
• Had his garments taken off
• Was falsely accused
• Did not defend himself against the
charges
• Was given favor in the sight of God
and man
• Was in prison next to two criminals
• One prisoner perishes, one is saved

JESUS
• “Dressed in a robe dipped in blood”
• ) They we’re paid to lie about Him, He
was alive
• All things committed to Jesus by His
Father
• Had his garments taken off
• Was falsely accused
• Did not defend himself against the
charges
• Was in favor with God and man
• Was on the cross with two criminals
• One thief perishes, the other is saved

JOSEPH
• Prophetically reveals a seven-year
famine
• Was “a man in whom is the Spirit of
God”
• Went from the dungeon to the throne
• They were to bow their knee before
him
• Was given authority over all people in
Egypt
• No one could do anything without his
permission
• Given a new name when he was
raised up
• Took an Egyptian bride before the
7-year famine

JESUS
• Is prophetically revealed in the
seven-year tribulation
• Was given the Spirit of God without
limitation
• Went from the tomb to the throne
• Every knee will bow to Him
• Was granted authority over all flesh
• Without Him we can do nothing
• Given a new name at His ascension
• Takes His gentile bride before the
7-year tribulation

JOSEPH
• Was 30 years of age when he began
his work
• Firstborn son named “forget”
• Second born son named “fruitful”
• Was the only bread of life source for
the world physically
• Brothers come to him in the midst of
the famine
• His brothers bow down to him
• His brothers don’t recognize him
• Reuben says: “his blood is now
required of us”

JESUS
• Was 30 years of age when he began
his ministry
• First born sinners but our sins are
remembered no more
• The second birth is fruit of
righteousness through Him
• Is the only source for the bread of life
for the world spiritually
• Israel comes to Him in the midst of the
tribulation
• Israel, His brothers, will be saved and
bow to Him
• His own didn’t recognize or receive
Him
• They said; “Let His blood be upon us”

JOSEPH

JESUS

• Wept over his brothers
• Was offered gifts, of spices and
myrrh
• They stood before him
• Desires to break bread with his
brothers in his home
• Couldn’t refrain himself longer and
cut the process short
• In the end he is revealed to his
brothers
• Brothers were dismayed when they
looked at him
• He said; “come near to me”
• Was sent to Egypt to save

• Wept over Jerusalem
• Was offered, gold, spices and
myrrh
• They will “stand before Him”
• Desires to break bread with us in
His kingdom
• For the sake of the elect, the days
are cut short
• In the end He will reveal Himself to
Israel
• Will mourn when they look at him
• He said; “come unto me”
• Was sent to the world to save the
lost

JOSEPH

JESUS

JOSEPH

JESUS

